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PJ Trailers deploys Active Web ServiceÂ�s ActiveWebWarranty to satisfy
NHTSA TREAD Act Early Warning Reporting compliance.

AURORA IL - April 1st, 2003 Many of AmericaÂ�s most admired trailer companies continue
to demonstrate their commitment to produce the safest and most high quality vehicles available.

(PRWEB) April 3, 2003 -- FOR IMMEDIATERELEASE

The National Highway Traffic Safety AdministrationÂ�s (NHTSA) implementation of the Transportation
Recall Enhancement Accountability and Documentation Act (TREAD Act) contains provisions requiring
vehicle and equipment manufacturers to report to NHTSA on a wide variety of information that could indicate
the existence of a potential safety defect and to advise NHTSA of foreign safety recalls and other safety
campaigns. The Act increases civil penalties for violations of the vehicle safety law and provides criminal
penalties for misleading NHTSA about safety defects that have caused death or injury.

John Harms General Manager of PJ Trailers said, Â�Of all the potential solutions available to satisfy the
Transportation Recall Enhancement Accountability and Documentation (TREAD Act) Active Web Services
offered the best solution. The AWS application will be the easiest to implement use because the navigation is
intuitive and will require the least amount of trainingÂ�. Mr. Harris went on to say, Â�The AWS approach
allows us to satisfy TREAD Act reporting as a byproduct of warranty registration and claims processing. And
the Terms and Conditions of the AWSAgreement made it easy for us to do business with them.Â�

ActiveWebWarranty is a powerful claims and warranty management system that satisfies the TREAD Early
Warning Requirements. The application provides a simple to deploy web-browser interface for all product
registrations, warranty and claims processing including full access to service histories with TREAD Act
reporting. Intuitive navigation and online help makes learning the solution quick and easy. ActiveWebWarranty
can implement standalone or fully integrate with existing processes. With a proven implementation model,
which includes pre-built interfaces for top ERP and business systems, allows rapid and cost effective
deployments usually within days.

About ActiveWebServices
Active Web Services produces powerful solutions that organize the complexity of spare parts, warranty and
claims, TREAD Reporting, and aftermarket services into one efficient process.

ActiveWebPartsWarranty automates service communications and captures all the necessary data required by
NHTSA while increasing service productivity, and eliminating redundant paperwork. Headquartered in Aurora,
IL, Active Web Services is a global company.
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Contact Information
Dan DeDecker
ActiveWeb Services
http://www.activewebservices.com
630.851.4010

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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